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New Advancis office in Sweden 

Advancis is a global leader in the PSIM industry and helps protect critical infrastructure and high 
security sites around the globe with its cutting-edge control room solution. With its PSIM platform 
WinGuard, Advancis offers an innovative security and building management solution that provides 
the benefits of open architecture, cost efficiency and scalability as well as high levels of support 
throughout a project’s life cycle. 
 
WinGuard integrates security, building automation, IT and communication systems so that the 
complete technical infrastructure of a building can be visualised and controlled. WinGuard’s 
adaptable user interface provides the operator with an instant picture of full situational awareness 
for decision making, command and control of all connected systems. Individual guided workflows 
assist in taking the required actions to solve the situation.  

The open PSIM platform WinGuard from Advancis is developed exclusively in Germany and has been 
successfully implemented in more than 70 countries worldwide. Advancis’ global presence extends 
from the headquarters close to Frankfurt/Germany via representations in Austria, the Netherlands, 
UAE as well as offices in Belgium and the UK.  

Advancis is now further expanding its activities in the Scandinavian market and has recently opened 

its Sweden office (Link to Contact) which is located around 40 km southwest of Stockholm. The office 

is managed by Christoffer Lindblom who has long-term experience in the IT industry, in particular in 

perimeter detection, identity verification, customer screening and CCTV technologies.  

Christoffer looks forward to establishing contact with customers and system integrators from the 

region. To arrange a meeting with Christoffer please contact him on mobile +46 (0) 720 143065 or by 

e-mail: christoffer.lindblom@advancis.se.  

 

About Advancis 
With more than 1,800 realised installations, Advancis is a global leader in the PSIM industry with 

offices and partners around the world. The company was founded in 1994 with the goal of 

developing a command & control management platform to unify control of disparate systems and to 

provide real time incident handling for security control rooms. 

Advancis is based on the principle of constant growth by developing sustainable and well-designed 

solutions for its customers, relying on the work of competent and high-performing employees. In 

addition to the open PSIM platform WinGuard, Advancis also offers the necessary services such as 

support, service and maintenance – this means qualified customer care and high investment 

protection. 

The company headquarters and development department is located in Langen/Frankfurt, Germany. 

By following a consistent partner-orientated strategy, Advancis has comprehensive expertise in all 

industrial sectors and applications. 
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